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Office of the Commissioner of Banks

To the Honorable Senate and. House of Representatives of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts in General Court assembled.

In compliance with the provisions of section 33 of
chapter 30 of the General Laws (Tercentenary Edition),
as most recently amended by chapter 67 of the Acts of
1948, the Commissioner of Banks respectfully presents
herewith such parts of the annual report of the Commis-
sioner of Banks for the year 1948 as contain recommenda-
tions or suggestions for legislative action, accompanied
by drafts of bills embodying the legislation recommended.
These drafts have been submitted to the Counsel for the
House of Representatives for advice and assistance as
to the form thereof.

TIMOTHY J. DONOVAN,

Che Commontoealth of Massachusetts

Commissioner of Banks
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(As submitted in accordance with General Laws (Ter. Ed.), chapter 30,
section 33, as amended by chapter 67 of the Acts of 1948.]

Miscellaneous Matters.

1. Collection Agencies.
In this Commonwealth the filing of a $5,000 bond is

the only condition precedent to conducting a collection
agency, collection bureau or collection office so called, br-
others than attorneys at law or banking institutions.

Such bonds currently have to be approved by both
the Commissioner of Banks and the State Treasurer.
There is not in the present law any express power or
authority for either of such officers to examine or inquire
into the financial standing or general reputation of appli-
cants for such bonds, and consequently I am convinced
that it is currently possible
in the public interest, be
business with its elements
approval of their bonds.

that persons who should not,
permitted to engage in this
of trust, may secure official

To insure that those persons to whom the privilege of
engaging in this business is to be given do not possess
criminal records, and that there are no other reasons
why their bonds should not be approved, I recommend
that the Commissioner of Banks, or the Treasurer and
Receiver-General, be permitted to conduct, at the ex-
pense of the applicant collection agent, an independent
investigation and inquiry into the applicant’s general
reputation and net worth. The accompanying bill will
give authority to the Commissioner of Banks to make
such investigations, but the purposes of this amendment
will as well be fulfilled if the Treasurer and Receiver-
General is substituted for the Commissioner of Banks
therein.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION.
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1. Installment Sales of Investment Contracts.
Currently doing business in the Commonwealth are

some five corporations which sponsor various plans for
investment under which subscribers to a plan may con-
tract with the sponsor to deposit with it monthly pay-
ments of some multiple of ten dollars, for periods of from
ten to twelve years, at the end of which time the sub-
scriber becomes the owner of some agreed number of
units or shares of an investment trust. Some sponsors
offer life insurance protection to the subscriber, through
term policies in sufficient amounts to complete the planned
payments in the event of the death of the subscriber
before he makes his final payment under his “plan.”
Others sell their plans without this insurance feature.
Basically, however, all these plans are much alike, in that
the monthly payments, less such charges as the sponsor
makes for commissions and other sales costs, are deposited
with a bank which acts as trustee, and which, after de-
ducting its compensation, invests the balance in such
classes of securities as are regarded by the trust’s invest-
ment experts as most likely to afford both safety of in-
vestment and a fair rate of return.

Investors are attracted to such plans because they
offer, through the diversification of investments possible
to a large pool or accumulation of funds, a factor of safety
not otherwise available to the person of moderate means
or income, with only a few dollars to invest each month.
Investments are generally solicited and subscribers ob-
tained by sales representatives, working on a commission
basis, and in some instances making house-to-house calls
in behalf of the sponsoring sales companies. Both the

alesmen and the sponsoring companies have to register
as such with the division of the Department of Public
Utilities which supervises the sales of securities within
the Commonwealth. (See G. L. (Ter. Ed.), chapter 110A.)

Attention was focused upon this branch of the securi-
ties-investment industry during the 1948 term of the
General Court, when two subscribers to such plans com-
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plained that upon termination of their plans part way
through the terms of years in which their monthly pay-
ments were to be continued, they were repaid only be-
tween 40 and 60 per cent of their investments. During
hearings upon a bill urged by these citizens to limit the
charges of sponsors and trustees under such plans, it
developed that the Regulations of the Securities Exchange
Commission of the United States Government permit
sales load charges aggregating in excess of 50 per cent of
the amounts paid in by subscribers to such plans during
the first year, and of approximately 12 per cent of the
entire amount invested under a completed plan.

In the closing days of the 1948 session, chapter 623
of the Acts of that year was passed and signed, and
became effective September 13, 1948. This act gives
the Commissioner of Banks, with respect to such spon-
sors and their sales people, some of the powers which he
has with respect to corporations issuing their own obli-
gations upon installment-purchase contracts, and to a
degree duplicates the supervision already exercised by
the Commissioners of the Department of Public Utilities.
It is not, in my opinion, the proper answer to the issues
involved, nor the best disposition possible of what may
become an increasingly important economic problem.

These plans are of necessity offered as investments in
competition with the investment or savings facilities
offered by our banks. The particular trusts involved
also compete to a degree with other investment trusts
or regulated investment companies, whose units or in-
vestment certificates are sold for cash at prices deter-
mined by the current market value of the securities in
the investment company’s portfolio. It is alleged that
persons selling the installment investments frequently
compare yields or income to that available through our
banks, and particularly co-operative banks. To many
members of the public, particularly those who have made
no earlier investments in stocks, bonds or similar securi-
ties for their own accounts, such comparisons could be
very misleading, even though the sponsors issue elabo-
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rate prospectuses setting forth in considerable detail the
limitations upon investment companies of this type and
the cost details of the particular contracts being offered.

Many members of the 1948 session were strongly of
the opinion that need existed for closer regulation of this
avenue of investment, and the enactment of chapter
623 was the first step in that direction. However, the
powers given to the Commissioner of Banks by this stat-
ute are more repetitious than supervisory or regulatory.

In fairness to the industry and those engaged in it,
as well as to the investing public, I urged before the last
session, and I now again recommend, that this entire
subject matter be referred to a recess commission, em-
powered to interview interested members of the buying
public as well as sponsors and their representatives, for
the detailed study that an operation of so many possi-
bilities should have for the welfare of the public, particu-
larly those thereof who can least afford to make uneco-
nomic investments. The accompanying resolve will
accomplish those purposes.

3. Persons receiving Deposits for Transmission Abroad.

At its highest point of development our statute deal-
ing with those persons who make a business of receiving
deposits of money to be transmitted to foreign countries
(General Laws, Ter. Ed., chapter 169, entitled “Depos-
its with Other than Banks”) applied to persons making
it their principal business, and to others, such as labor
agents, boarding-house keepers, steamship ticket agents
and persons who received money for safekeeping, who
made it a side line of secondary business. In 1929 the
earlier law was so amended that those who might be in
a position to impose upon uninformed immigrants,
namely, labor-brokers, boarding house and labor camp
operators, and steamship ticket agents, were prohibited
from receiving deposits either for safekeeping or for trans-
mission abroad. The main objectives (and truly worthy
purposes) of the amendments have been accomplished,
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but twenty years’ experience has indicated that further
simplifying and clarifying amendments are desirable.

Carried over from the earlier, longer act, is a distinc-
tion between those persons receiving deposits averaging
less than $5OO each and those receiving average sized
deposits in greater amounts. The reasons for such a dis-
tinction no longer exist, and in my opinion the distinc-
tion should be removed from the law.

The statute currently provides that in the event a
license issued under it is revoked, the bond given the
State Treasurer thereunder, or the money or securities
pledged in lieu thereof, shall continue to be held for one
year, and until sixty days following judgment in any
suit commenced before the end of such period, unless
otherwise ordered by a court. I recommend that a simi-
lar provision be added with respect to licenses that are
surrendered or allowed to expire.

Section 6 of said chapter 169, which was not changed
in the 1929 amendment, provides: “Any person trans-
acting any business described in section one shall be sub-
ject to the supervision of the commissioner, etc.” Prior
to 1929, section 1 mentioned the businesses listed in the
first paragraph of this recommendation; it does not do
so now, and a reading of the two sections together will
indicate that an amendment of section 6 is desirable to
avoid possible confusion.

When, under the earlier provisions of chapter 169,
it was possible for persons in this business to engage
also in the business of receiving deposits for safekeeping,
the investments that might be made of depositors’ funds
were strictly regulated. Now, with the necessity of
forwarding all money deposited within a week, invest-
ment or employment of any thereof in the interim is
impractical, if not dangerous. Yet there persists, in
section 7, an implied power to invest these funds. I
believe this was overlooked in the 1929 revision, and
recommend that it now be removed from the law.

Present section 8, also unchanged in the 1929 amend-
ment, imposes a duty upon the Commissioner to
thoroughly inspect and examine the affairs of persons
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in the business under discussion. Compliance there-
with may have been possible when transmitting foreign
exchange was generally an adjunct to some other busi-
ness that required the keeping of books of account and
other records, a complete examination of which might
have yielded an accurate determination of the operator’s
financial condition. Today, however, one cannot be
certain that the simple records which must be kept of
the transactions involved in this business indicate the
overall net worth of the operator, and the possibility
of undisclosed liabilities negative to a large degree the
effectiveness of an examination of such records, no
matter how thorough that examination may be. I
recommend that the Commissioner be relieved of a part
of the responsibility imposed by the present provisions,
and that he be given a wider discretion in this respect.

The accompanying draft of a bill will accomplish
these further amendments.

Savings Banks.

4. V acancies in the Office of Trustees
From the time of the creation of the first savings

bank in the Commonwealth, service as a trustee in such
a bank has always been a mark of distinction and an
honor. The trustees are charged with the safety and
proper employment of the funds of the depositors of
the bank, the selection of managing and executive officers,
and the direction of the policies of their respective institu-
tions. The fact that most trustees pay very serious
attention to their obligations in these respects has over
the years been demonstrated by the integrity and growth
of these institutions. This has in my opinion been due
in part to the fact that our laws have provided for years
that the office of a trustee who has neglected to attend
regular meetings of his board and to perform the duties
devolving upon him as trustee for six months, may be
declared vacant.

In too many instances, however, this provision has not
operated to insure proper attention to the obligations
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of the office. Numerous instances have been noted
where the remaining trustees neglect or refuse to take
advantage of the provision above quoted, to replace a
disinterested trustee by one who could be expected to
evidence a greater interest in the affairs of the bank.
Frequently this has been the result of long associations
on a common board, or a reluctance to affront in his
declining years a man who had previously and for many
years industriously discharged his obligations to his
bank and associates. Regardless of the reasons, banks
in such situations suffer through a lack of the strong-
leadership the law contemplated they should have.

I am convinced that greater attention to the responsi-
bilities of the office of trustee would be insured if after
some reasonable lapse of time it no longer continues to
be discretionary with the other members of a board
whether or not a trustee unwilling or unable to attend
meetings and perform his other duties, shall continue
in that office. I therefore recommend that if absence
from meetings and a neglect to perform other duties
persists for a second six months’ period, the office of the
remiss trustee shall be declared vacant, and am sub-
mitting a draft of legislation which will add such provi-
sions to the existing law.

5. Location of Main Offices of Savings Banks
Nothing in the charters issued to our savings banks,

and nothing in our laws respecting such banks, fixes or
determines the particular address where the banking-
house shall be located in the city or town in which the
bank is chartered to do business. With the present
congestion of banks in some urban areas it seems advis-
able that the main office or banking house should not
be moved without the consent of the supervisory au-
thority, Avho should be satisfied that such a move will
be in the public interest.

The accompanying draft of legislation will oblige a
bank which desires to move its main office to first secure
the consent to do so of the Commissioner of Banks, who
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has authority to require such notice and hearings as
may seem necessary.

Co-operative Banks.

0. Formation of New Co-operative Banks.
Among the recommendations made in a prior year

was one that provision be made in the incorporation
of a new mutual savings bank for the establishment
of a special guaranty fund, consisting of an initial sur-
plus donated by the incorporators, to be maintained
for such time and purposes as the Board of Bank In-
corporation might determine. Expressions of interest
and other developments in the past year have demon-
strated the desirability of having a similar provision
in our co-operative bank law.

In a mutual thrift institution such as a co-operative
bank, a special guaranty fund like that contemplated by
the accompanying draft-bill can be a dependable assurance
that a new bank will be able to absorb the unusual ex-
penses incidental to commencing business without an
impairment of share capital. The advantages of and
public interest in such an assurance must be apparent,
and I can think of no reasonable objection to requiring
that the incorporators of a new co-operative bank give
some such tangible evidence of their interest in the
corporation they sponsor and in its eventual success.

I recommend that the amount of such special guaranty
fund, the length of time during which it should be main-
tained and the terms or conditions under which it may
eventually be returned to the donors, be left to the dis-
cretion of the Board of Bank Incorporation. Local
circumstances or conditions may be substantial factors
in determining ivhat may be adequate in a particular
instance, and all of such factors cannot be evaluated
in advance or reasonably measured in a rigid law.

7. Conversion of Co-operative Banks.
A year ago I recommended that the then existing

prohibition against the conversion of co-operative banks
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into federal savings and loan associations be extended
one year, or until federal legislation permitting con-
version of federally-chartered associations into co-opera-
tive banks might be enacted. That recommendation
was followed.

In the interim the Congress has enacted a law that
purports to permit the latter type of conversions. Many
in the industry feel that in its form as enacted, the statute
includes obstacles to the practical accomplishment of
its stated purposes and that it does not in fact assure the
preservation of a dual system of home-financing
institutions.

I am hopeful, and have reason to believe that leaders
of the industry and their spokesmen will on the national
level present and urge the passage of a more workable
act, and that on the state level the industry’s present
plans for recodification of the co-operative bank law will
include workable permanent provisions governing con-
versions of state-chartered institutions.

Therefore I recommend that the present act which
prevents our state-chartered and state-supervised home-
financing banks from withdrawing their operations
from that supervision be continued for one year.

Trust Companies.

8. Registration of Trust Securities in the Names of
Nominees.

Starting about twenty years ago, and prompted by
practical desires to avoid the delays otherwise encoun-
tered in selling, transferring or distributing securities held
by them as trustees, many of our corporate fiduciaries
have inclined toward the practice of having securities
owned by them as trustees registered in the names of
nominees, either individuals, partnerships or corporations.
In a great many cases in that period particular trust
instruments have incorporated express grants of author-
ity to the trustee to record and hold securities owned bv
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them in fiduciary capacities in this manner. With re-
spect to such trusts no questions arise to bother either
the fiduciary or the supervisory authority.

In the trusts where no such express power exists the
supervisory authority is obliged to criticize this practice,
because one of the established theories of our trust law
is that the trustee should obtain and retain legal title
to the trust property and this is generally possible of
accomplishment only by registering securities capable of
registration in the name of the trust. Securities so regis-
tered can be transferred, sold or distributed only by
supplying certificates of appointment, certified copies
of the trust instruments and other evidence of authority
to make the requested transfer that may be required by
the registration or transfer agent of the company issuing
the security involved. Supplying such copies not only
involves an expense that may well be avoided, but also
involves a delay of several days in completing transfers
that may be avoided where the security is registered in
the name of an individual, firm or corporation.

As generally employed, the practice of carrying securi-
ties in the names of nominees involves no dangers either
for the trustee or for the beneficiaries of the trust. The
corporate fiduciaries holding securities so registered re-
tain physical possession of the certificate or evidence
of the obligation, and segregate all such from their own
assets or from assets of other trusts. Consequently, the
nominee does not have it in his or its power to convert
a security to his or its own uses. Therefore, the only
obstacle standing in the way of a general practice of
registering securities in the names of nominees is the old
theory which compels a trustee to have its trust assets
registered in its own name as trustee.

The many advantages incident to the use of nominees
outweigh any disadvantages involved, and in my opinion
the economies of time and expense achievable through
nominee registration warrant our making this privilege
available to all corporate trustees, if not to all trustees in
general. It may be argued that with respect to individual
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or unsupervised trustees there may be disadvantages
which do not exist in the case of supervised corporate
fiduciaries. That may well be so, but at any rate the
present recommendation concerns the operations of
supervised trustees only.

Submitted herewith is a draft of a bill which will em-
power banks which are exercising trust powers in the
Commonwealth, alone or jointly with individual co-
trustees, to register and hold trust-owned securities in
the names of nominees, provided that in the case of joint
trusteeships the individual co-trustee assents to such
arrangement. There have been incorporated in it all
of the safeguards which currently seem to be necessary.
I recommend the enactment thereof, or other legislation
which will give corporate trustees similar powers, as
being in the public interest and to the advantage of the
many persons who use the facilities of our corporate
trustees.

Corporations subject to Chapter 172A.

9. Reports to Commissioner by Corporations subject to
Chapter 172A

The current statutes governing the operations of Morris
Plan and banking companies provide that the Commis-
sioner of Banks may require periodic reports from such
corporations showing the condition of the corporations af
the close of business on some designated date. By stat-
ute these returns shall specify such items of the corpora-
tions’ assets and liabilities as the Commissioner shall
prescribe.

In recent years these corporations have considerably
broadened the extent of their operations, and while at the
time the present statute was enacted an asset and liability
statement was sufficient to keep the Commissioner rea-
sonably informed concerning the condition of a reporting
corporation, in today’s conditions it is frequently neces-
sary, and may become increasingly so, that the Commis-
sioner shall also have details of earnings and other details
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of operations, that he may be properly informed concern-
ing not only the condition but the progress of the reporting
corporation.

Non- that some of the corporations subject to said
chapter 172 A may accept deposits subject to withdrawal
by check, or what are technically known as demand de-
posits, it seems only proper that the supervisory authority
should have with respect to the operations of such cor-
poration, the right to require all of the information that
he may currently require of trust companies, which do a
similar business. I therefore recommend that section 4
of chapter 172 A be so amended that the Commissioner
may require these companies, when reporting to him, to
include such earnings and operational details as he may
deem necessary, but because there is little point in obliging
these companies to publish, by advertisements, all of the
detail that the Commissioner may need for proper super-
vision, I recommend that the amendment be so worded
that these corporations need include in their published
statements only so much of the report furnished the Com-
missioner as he may determine to be in the public interest .

Because it is desirable that the supervisor authority
may at all times be certain that the banks under his super-
vision are maintaining the amounts of cash or liquid in-
vestments that their laws require them to have as reserves
against deposits, and because the corporations subject to
chapter 172 A are required to keep certain minimum re-
serves against their deposits, I recommend that there be
added to their law a requirement, like that in the trust
company law, that they file with the Commissioner weekly
reports relative to these reserves. Their operations have
come to resemble in so many respects the operations of
our trust companies, that it seems only proper that similar
reserve reports should be made by both.

The accompanying bill will provide for the operational
and earnings details in the general reports required of
these corporations, and for weekly reports on their reserve
positions. The penalties for failure to file the reserve re-
ports are like, although less stringent than, the penalties
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for non-compliance with the trust company reserve report
requirements. (See chap. 172, section 73.)

Generai

10. Examination of Banks

Our statutes respecting banks and banking and the
Division of Banks and Loan Agencies oblige the Commis-
sioner of Banks, personally or by his assistants, to visit,
and examine or audit, as the case majr be, each institution
under his supervision at least once in each year. Due to
the growth in size of practically every such institution and
due to the multiplicity of services which the various banks
are now rendering the banking public of the Common-
wealth, it has been increasingly difficult for my predeces-
sors to approximate an actual discharge of this duty, and
in recent years it has been impossible to do so, despite
the employment of additional examiners.

In the year 1947 the assets growth above referred to
and the bank growth resulting therefrom made it plain
quite early in the year that a visitation of each institution
could be accomplished only through the most stringent
economy of working hours but, despite a strict budgeting
of the time of the personnel of the department, illnesses
and resignations from the service of the department to-
gether with an unexpected burden of work resulting from
the discovery of several substantial defalcations, ruined
the department’s plans. In 1948 our institutions have
grown not only in size but in number, and defalcations
and other special problems have likewise increased. De-
spite additions to the staff of the department authorized
in the calendar year 1948, as this is written it is apparent
that the Commissioner will be unable to discharge his
statutory obligation to examine each institution under his
supervision within the remaining regular work-weeks of
the year. Extra hours or overtime work will be the only
solution.

This department has problems of personnel, and of
the employment of personnel peculiar to itself and not
matched in any other state department. The examining
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work of the department cannot be laid out in advance
according to particular patterns or by prearrangement
with the supervised institutions, as surprise is one of the
important elements of a supervisory examination or
audit. Under the present rules determining hours of
employment and compensation of employees for over-
time work it is not possible to meet emergencies such as
those encountered when a defalcation is discovered in a
supervised institution, with some plan which will permit
spending additional or overtime examining hours in the
particular bank, and consequently the staff conducting
such a particular examination may be delayed in their
work for one or many days.

The personnel upon the Commissioner’s staff are loyal
employees, very much interested in their work, and de-
termined to co-operate in the discharge of the functions
of the department. They cannot, however, be expected
to put in, without additional compensation, what may
be considerable overtime, either to do the extra work
which is involved in running down a defalcation or which
may be necessary to insure completion of an examination
in time to permit all the examinations which must be
made in a calendar year to be completed. Where other
department heads can foresee and prepare for overtime
work, this is not possible in this department. With most
banks now closing on Saturdays the examiner in charge
cannot determine until he is actually on the premises
and in the midst of an examination whether the manage-
ment of the bank will or can permit its office or vaults to
be kept open at unadvertised times for the convenience
of the examining staff.

I therefore recommend that when it becomes necessary
for an}’ of the reasons above stated for the Commissioner
of Banks to require that any of his assistants perform
overtime work on the premises of a supervised institu-
tion, he may authorize the employees of the department
to work overtime, and obtain for them compensation
at the rates established by the Commission on Adminis-
tration and Finance, but without the necessity of ar-
ranging therefor in advance. The supervised institu-
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lions now pay the bulk of the expenses of the Banking
Department’s staff, and are therefore doubly entitled
to have the protection that the law contemplates they will
have through timely annual examinations or audits by
that staff. The accompanying bill will accomplish that
purpose.

11. The Annual Report of the Commissioner of Bank
Since the office of the Commissioner of Banks was first

created the statutes have required that the Commissioner
make an annual report to the General Court containing
statements of the condition of each bank under his super-
vision with such other information as the Commissioner
has considered to be in the public interest. Even in the
first year in which such a report was made (1906) at a
time when there were only 371 supervised institutions and
when the entire staff of the Bank Commissioner con-
sisted of himself and ten persons, the printed volume
containing his report consisted of 793 pages. It covered
the calendar year 1906, but was actually printed in
June 1907. Today the Commissioner of Banks has
under his supervision, 1,108 (as of October 31, 1948)
separate institutions or companies, including 200 licensed
lenders, with banking assets approximating eight billion
dollars as compared with slightly more than one billion
in 1906, and an authorized staff of 157. The detail which
the members of the General Court or others in the public
have required the Commissioner of Banks to supply in
his report now comprises four separate volumes. The
mechanical work of compiling, co-relating, tabulating,
summarizing and indexing now consumes so much time
that it is physically impossible to attempt to have any
recent figures available for reporting on March 15, the
date now set by law by which the Commissioner’s report
must be made.

In each year since 1906 the banking assets supervised
by this department, and in many years the number of
banks supervised, has increased substantially. Massa-
chusetts is likely to continue to be one of the first five
states in our Union in banking importance, and the
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recent gradual increases are more than likely to continue
well into the future. It is therefore imperative that
some other system of reporting be developed.

Statistical reports have little value unless they con-
tain reasonably current facts. It seems to me to be
almost pointless to expend substantial of the public
funds in printing reports containing statistics that are
already old. For this reason, and in order to more
economically spread the burden of mechanical work
involved throughout the year, so that there may be
fewer interruptions of the more important work of
examining these supervised institutions, now periodi-
cally interrupted by the necessity of bringing in field men
to assist in preparing reports for publication, I recom-
mend that the four volumes comprising the report be
prepared and published at different dates throughout
the year. This will permit of using fairly current figures
for each volume. It will involve a departure from the
present policy of reporting statements of condition as
of the last of October, or as of the last of December,
but that should involve no disadvantages beyond the
initial transitory period.

The accompanying bill will provide that Part 1 of the
Commissioner’s report will consist of statements of
condition of trust companies and certain miscellaneous
supervised units compiled as of December 31 in each
year and published on or before the first of March follow-
ing; Part II will comprise statements of conditions of
savings banks as of the last business day of March,
published on or before the first day of June next follow-
ing; Part 111 will comprise similar data with respect
to credit unions, taken as of the last day of June and
published on or before the first day of September next
following; and Part IV will contain the figures respecting
co-operative banks and savings and loan associations
as of the bank day of each for September, published on
or before the first day of December next following.

It is expected that this will materially diminish the
problems in connection with the typographical prepara-
tion of the report, and should result in there being avail-
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able to the General Court statements of condition and
other details concerning the operations of particular
banks much fresher than is today possible.

Of necessity, several other minor changes in the chap-
ters relating to particular classes of banks must be made
for the sake of conformity. All such are included in the
accompanying suggested legislation, which will also
substitute the Commissioner of Banks for the Depart-
ment of Banking and Insurance as the one who shall
annually report upon the operations of mortgage loan
companies, if any, in the state.

12. Triennial Verification of Accounts.
For well over fifty years our statutes governing the

operations of savings banks have contained provisions
requiring the verification of accounts in savings banks
once in each three years, and since trust companies
have been permitted to maintain savings departments,
similar provisions have appeared in the laws respecting
such departments. These verifications were intended
to be, and admittedly have been, strong deterrents
against manipulations of such accounts and embezzle-
ments from the banks through such operations.

When first inaugurated, verifications were much more
thorough and complete than is today possible. While our
population was more or less static the addresses of their
depositors on the books of our savings banks were much
more accurate and up-to-date than is generally so today.
The number and amount involved in accounts which are
periodically turned over to the State as unclaimed, after
having been inactive for from twenty to almost thirty
years, indicate why this is becoming increasingly so. The
greater mobility of our population, increases in the amount
of business done by mail with thrift banking institutions
and other changing conditions have, to a real degree, im-
paired the efficiency of this verification of accounts. The
experiences of some banks in the most recent triennial
verification have demonstrated that in some circum-
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stances the costs of an attempted verification of all ac
counts materially outweigh the actual results obtained.

The next triennial verification in the old and familiar
pattern would occur this year. To give the industry,
committees of which have been studying verification pro-
cedures, systems and expenses, more time in which to
complete their verifications, I last year recommended that
the General Laws requiring triennial verification be sus-
pended, until such time as better legislation might be sug-
gested. lam now satisfied that a fixed, rigid or unflexible
requirement relative to verifications is not the answer.
The conditions in particular banks warrant, if they do
not absolutely make necessary, the employment of differ-
ent policies as between banks and as between classes of
banks. I therefore recommend legislation of a type that
will allow some discretion on the part of the supervisor,
in determining what proportion or classes of accounts
shall be verified, to what extent, and at what times. This
will permit the Commissioner to decide upon some plan
that should to both management and the supervisor seem
reasonable, expedient and fairly economical in accom-
plishment. The accompanying draft will insure that the
verifications will be conducted at reasonable intervals,
and will allow for the development of a state-employed
corps of verifiers if such a step seems justified. In any
event it will permit the supervisor to make a scientific
survey with the assistance of the banks’ independent audi-
tors and his own staff’s experience of the particular needs
of each bank, in reaching a determination of the extent
and manner of each verification.

In connection with his power to make special examina-
tions of a supervised institution whenever he deems that
necessary, the Commissioner can require complete veri-
fications in a particular bank as a part of said special
examination at any time, so no relaxation of the safe-
guards that verifications involve is contemplated by the
accompanying draft of a bill.




